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In this issue, we go deeper into the AutoTech M&A
landscape, and help entrepreneurs answer the perennial
question “what’s my company worth?”
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VENTURES
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We have a guest article from the Presidio Group on twosided marketplaces, and an argument for why their time
has come.
And we have a new slate of “Companies to Watch” for
September.
As always, please send me a note if there’s anything I’ve
missed, or if there’s any content that I can add in future
editions that will be helpful.
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Many thanks and have a great month!
Steve Greenfield
steve@automotiveventures.com
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WELCOME TO THE

We then look at the evolution of the wholesale/
remarketing space. Based on the volume of M&A deals,
there’s been an awakening in this segment of the
AutoTech landscape.
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THEY SAID IT

Quotes

“The second quarter
was a landmark quarter
for Carvana and one
that will always play a
central role in our story.
It was the first quarter
we delivered over a
100,000 cars to our
customers. It was our
first quarter of over $3
billion in revenue. It was
the first quarter we
achieved $5,000 total
GPU. It was the first
quarter we hit a $100
million EBITDA and it
was our first quarter of
positive net earnings.”
- Ernie Garcia, Carvana
CEO

“I think who wins in
the marketplace of
the future are
companies that have
a brand, a customerfriendly experience, a
digital platform to
interact with our
customers and the
operating ability to be
very profitable. That’s
the combination that
wins in the
marketplace.”
- Mike Jackson,
AutoNation CEO &
Director

“Reflecting back on
the first year of our
five-year plan, we are
considerably ahead of
schedule and have
the required capital to
carry us to and
beyond $50 in EPS
and $50 billion in
revenue. At $8 billion
in added revenues
since planned
inception, we have
acquired 40% of our
targeted $20 billion in
annualized revenues.”
- Bryan DeBoer,
Lithia President &
CEO

GREENFIELD’S POINT OF VIEW
AUTOMOTIVEVENTURES.COM
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GREENFIELD’S POINT OF VIEW
The AutoTech Investment
Landscape
The Automotive Ventures marketing
effort seems to be working; as a result, we
receive inbounds from about 5 companies
per day who are looking to raise money.
Despite Covid, inventory shortages and
high used vehicle prices, dealerships and
OEMs have been printing record profits.
Private-equity firms have been piling up
dry powder reserves for deals as their
investors continue to pour money into the
asset class in search of yield in a flatinterest-rate environment.

Markwatch recently reported that global
dry powder total of $2.3 trillion in August.
That is a significant increase from
December, when the worldwide total was
just under $2 trillion; in December 2019,
the figure was $1.6 trillion.
The U.S. government is in the middle of
delivering the largest stimulus of all time.
As a result of a whole lot of confident
money chasing opportunities, company
valuations are sky high, and investing
terms favor the entrepreneur. Not unlike
a hot housing market, good companies
can get funded quickly on their terms, and
the process is very competitive for the
Confidential material provided by Automotive Ventures LLC @2021

investors. Speaking to VC and PE players,
we’ve got too much money trying to find a
home, which is driving up valuations.
As a new fund manager, I believe it’s a
good time to be cautious. Luckily, we are
seeing a lot of early-stage deals to choose
from. But, in this environment, we often
need to back away due to very high
valuation expectations of the
entrepreneur.

What We Look For:
In early stage investing, we believe the
most important things to look for include:
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GREENFIELD’S POINT OF VIEW
1.

A bulletproof team: deep experience,
full-time, proven excellent execution

2.

Large market: Total Addressable
Market (TAM) of at least $1b, and the
ability to achieve a $100m exit
valuation

3.

Defensible product: some “secret
sauce” that will enable a competitive
moat to protect against better funded
competitors

help. I am personally committed to the
best outcomes for automotive technology
entrepreneurs and their teams.
At Automotive Ventures, we will continue
to publish content that helps you
understand and navigate through the
ambiguity and change coming to the
industry. And we will continue to offer
services to entrepreneurs to ensure they
can build the best businesses and achieve
the best outcomes when they’re ready to
sell.

Thank You
Whether you’re looking to raise money or
sell your business let me know how I can

It’s an exciting time to be in an industry
that is going to see more change in the

Confidential material provided by Automotive Ventures LLC @2021

next 10 years than it’s seen in the past
100. No matter where you are in the
ecosystem, we can help. I look forward to
taking this journey with you.
Thank you for your continued support.

WHAT’S MY COMPANY WORTH?
AUTOMOTIVEVENTURES.COM
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WHAT’S MY COMPANY WORTH?
Market Multiple Approach
(focused on market comps)

If you’re an entrepreneur struggling with
the answer, here are some models for you
to consider:

The Market Multiple Approach is one of
the most popular startup valuation
methods. Recent acquisitions or
financings in the market of a similar
nature to the startup in question are
taken into consideration, and a base
multiple is determined, based on the
value of the recent acquisitions. The
startup is then valued using the base
market multiple.

Startup Valuation Methods
Several startup valuation methods are
available:
1.
2.

© 2021

3.
4.

The Market Multiple Approach
The Discounted Cash Flow (DCF)
Method
The Venture Capital Method
The Risk Factor Scorecard

Discounted Cash Flow Method
(focused on future cash flows)

Confidential material provided by Automotive Ventures LLC @2021

The Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) Method
focuses on projecting the startup’s future
cash flows. A rate of return on
investment, called the “discount rate,” is
then estimated, which is a basis on which
it is determined how much the projected
cash flows are worth. Since startups are
just starting out and have an inherent high
risk, a high discount rate is generally
applied.

The Venture Capital Method
(focused on the eventual exit)
The VC Method is comprised of six steps:
1.

Estimate the Investment Needed

AUTOMOTIVEVENTURES.COM

I’m asked this question multiple times a
week.

14

WHAT’S MY COMPANY WORTH?
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Forecast Startup Financials
Determine the Timing of Exit (IPO,
M&A, etc.)
Calculate Multiple at Exit (based on
comps)
Discount to Present Value at the
Desired Rate of Return
Determine Valuation and Desired
Ownership Stake

quantitative adjustments based on all risks
associated with the business that can
affect the return on investment. To the
initial valuation, the effect, whether
positive or negative, of different types of
business risks are taken into account, and
an estimate is deducted or added to the
initial value based on the effect of the risk.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Partnerships
Need for Additional Investment
Political risk
Manufacturing risk
Legal risk

If you’re trying to calculate an appropriate
valuation for your startup, you can
triangulate a few of these methods.

Risk Factor Scorecard
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

© 2021

For any of the valuation methods above,
there may always be additional factors
that should be considered. The Risk Factor
Scorecard values a startup by making

Strength of the Management Team
Size of the Opportunity
Product/Technology
Competitive Environment
Marketing/Sales Channels/

Confidential material provided by Automotive Ventures LLC @2021

Becoming informed of different valuation
methods will help you better defend your
preferred valuation when you speak with
investors.

- Steve

AUTOMOTIVEVENTURES.COM

Some of these adjustments may include:

FUNDING LEVELS
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(Categories are rough estimates only)
Source: Christoph Janz at Point Nine Capital
SEED

SERIES A

SERIES B

SERIES C

ARR

$0

$0 - $200k

$1m - $1.5m

$3m - $5m

$10m+

ARR GROWTH (Y/Y)

NA

300%

300%

250%

200%

VALUATION

$1m - $3m

$4m - $11m

$15m - $40m

$50m - $140m

$100m+

ROUND SIZE

$200k - $500k

$1m - $4m

$5m - $14m

$15m - $40m

$20m+

INVESTORS

Friends, Family, Angels

Angels, Micro VCs

VCs

VCs

VCs, PE

Smart, committed team with
relevant experience

Strong fit between founders’
skills and market need

Proven ability to attract and
manage great hires

Experienced leaders in most
functions; Proven ability to
recruit senior people

Complete senior
management team

PRODUCT/MARKET
FIT

Market research indicates
strong need for the project

Product is loved by early users;
strong engagement & stickiness

High usage, low churn;
passionate customers; large
TAM

Increasing evidence of strong
product/market fit in huge
market

Clear and increasing evidence
of product/market fit

SALES/MARKETING
& UNIT ECONOMICS

Understanding best practices;
good ideas

Signs of organic traction

Early evidence of a repeatable,
scalable, profitable sales
model; CAC payback <12
months

Short sales cycle relative to ACV;
Net dollar retention>100%;
LTV:CAC >3:1

Predictable, profitable, scalable
sales/marketing machine

Growing waiting list of first pilot
customers

Engaged first users; adding a
few $k in MRR per month

Get from 0 to $100k MRR
within 12 – 18 months;
Growing 300%/year

Growing 250% per year

Growing 200% per year;
negative net MRR churn

None

Speed to market

Brand is emerging; evidence of
unique data asset

First signs of a successful brand,
platform or data play

Strong signs of a successful
brand, platform or data play

Belief in $10M+ ARR potential

Conviction there’s $100m $300m+ ARR potential

Increasing evidence of
$500m+ ARR potential

Increasing confidence
in exit potential

Increasing confidence in
strategic buyer or IPO potential

TEAM

TRACTION

© 2021

DEFENSIBILITY
MARKET POTENTIAL
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PRE-SEED

PUBLIC MARKET SAAS AND PE BUYOUT MULTIPLES
18.0x

16

Median PE Buyout EV/EBITDA multiples

SaaS Capital Public Index
16.0x

16.0x

14.2

15.5x

14.0x

12.8

Revenue Run Rate

11.5
9.7

10.0x

10.0x

8.0x

8.0x

12.5

12.2

12.0x

12.0x

8.8
8

10

10.6

8.4

6.0x

6.0x

4.0x

4.0x

2.0x

2.0x

0.0x
5/1/08
10/1/08
3/1/09
8/1/09
1/1/10
6/1/10
11/1/10
4/1/11
9/1/11
2/1/12
7/1/12
12/1/12
5/1/13
10/1/13
3/1/14
8/1/14
1/1/15
6/1/15
11/1/15
4/1/16
9/1/16
2/1/17
7/1/17
12/1/17
5/1/18
10/1/18
3/1/19
8/1/19
1/1/20
6/1/20
11/1/20
4/1/21

0.0x

14.0x

Source: The SaaS Capital Index

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Debt/EBITDA
Source: PitchBook

Equity/EBITDA

EV/EBITDA

AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY TRANSACTION MULTIPLES
Business
Model

Pure SaaS
TechEnabled
Services
Pure
Services

Revenue
Multiple

Definition
Uses software to provide customers with a service. Creates, develops, hosts, and
updates the product. Has access to a global market and can scale without
increasing product delivery costs.

10.0x+

Brings new or innovative user-experiences using existing technologies to the
market. Consumes and/or creates technology (physical infrastructure, hardware or
software) designed and configured into a solution delivered to an end user
customer.

3.0x-5.0x

A business that generates income by providing services instead of selling physical
products.

1.0x-2.0x

Multiples higher for
companies that have:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Predictable, recurring revenue
Low churn
High gross margins
High growth rates
High annual revenue growth
Strong upsell opportunities

Confidential material provided by Automotive Ventures LLC @2021
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EVOLUTION OF WHOLESALE
AUTOMOTIVEVENTURES.COM
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EVOLUTION OF WHOLESALE/REMARKETING
We’re witnessing strong M&A momentum
in the wholesale/remarketing space. Just
in the last 12 months we’ve seen:
•

•

•

KAR Global acquire CarWave for
$450m, which equates to about $4,500
per car sold
KAR Global acquire Auction Frontier
(for $80m in cash and up to an
additional $15m) to take control of
their Simulcast technology
KAR Global acquire BackLotCars in
September 2020 for $425m, which
equated to about $2,700 per car sold

•

•

CarGurus acquire 51% of CarOffer in
December 2020 for a total implied
valuation of $275m, which equated to
about $3,900 per car sold
ACV go public in March 2021 at a
$4.8b valuation; implying about $12k
per car sold

•

Independent auction chain The
XLerate Group in July 2021 acquire
Liquid Motors for an undisclosed
amount

•

CarLotz go public in January 2021 at a
market cap of $1.4b; a good portion of
their investor deck (link) focused on
Confidential material provided by Automotive Ventures LLC @2021

allowing commercial sellers to achieve
retail pricing, and bypass the
traditional auction channel entirely

What’s fueling this interest?
For one, ACV Auctions came on the scene
and was able to aggressively take dealer
consignment market share away from the
physical auction players, who were ill
prepared. ACV did this by a hyper-focus
on the user experience, making it VERY
easy for a dealer to have their vehicles
inspected and listed on ACV. ACV runs
short 20-minute online auctions, which
provides certainty if the car sells. They

19

EVOLUTION OF WHOLESALE/REMARKETING
also deliver a much more cost-effective
alternative than consigning to the
traditional auction channel.
Both ACV and CarLotz have now focused
their gaze on the commercial vehicle
segment. If they can succeed in taking
market share in this area, it will cause
more pain for the physical auction
incumbents.
Manheim has reacted by increasing
investment in their own technology, as
well as the significant acquisition of
Fyusion in January 2021 (undisclosed
amount, but probably close to $200m).

KAR Global retreated TradeRev back into
Canada, and declared BackLotCars as their
online dealer to dealer platform in the
U.S. But now they’ve made another bold
move with the acquisition of CarWave, at
a valuation higher than that of
BackLotCars. This signals KAR’s
seriousness in competing with technologyfirst disruptors like ACV.
(Remember that KAR Global made a
significant investment of $210m in
Openlane back in 2011, and as a result has
the majority of the “upstream
remarketing” business, even today.)
CarGurus made the bold move (for an
Confidential material provided by Automotive Ventures LLC @2021

advertising classified/marketplace player)
of acquiring upstart CarOffer. In addition
to helping dealers acquire used inventory
from other dealers, CarGurus recently
started helping their dealers acquire
inventory from private sellers. CarOffer
already has dealer “buy lists”; they should
be able to help those dealers acquire
vehicles from both other dealers’
inventory as well as directly from
consumers.
It is likely that we’ll see other
marketplaces like Cars.com, TrueCar and
Autotrader react to CarGurus’ move, but
we may see build/buy/partner moves

2
0

EVOLUTION OF WHOLESALE/REMARKETING
from each of them before the end of this
year.

1.

The challenge that these third party
classified marketplaces have is that they
feel the pressure to evolve towards full
digital retailing, to enable their dealer
customers to compete with the likes of
Carvana, Vroom, Shift and now CarMax.
Compelled to make not insignificant
investments in Digital Retailing while at
the same time attempting to help their
dealers better source inventory may split
their strategy, focus and resources.
Where do we expect to see entrepreneurs
innovate (and VC money follow), specific

companies focused on damage
recognition based on photographs,
and others working to diagnose
mechanical condition based on an
OBDII scanner. We’re certain to see
continued innovation in these areas.

to wholesale/remarketing?

2.

Online Marketplaces: the big
numbers paid for BackLotCars and
CarWave mean that we’ll see more
entrepreneurs launch B2B auction
platforms for dealers. Dealers will
continue to have a confusing array of
B2B platforms to choose from.
Condition Reports: Despite numerous
attempts, we still don’t have a
“bulletproof” universal condition
report standard to provide the
bidding dealer confidence in both the
cosmetic and mechanical condition of
the vehicle. There are a few
Confidential material provided by Automotive Ventures LLC @2021

3.

Consumer Sell Options: Consumers
now have more opportunities to get a
“cash backed” offer for their car sight
unseen. I expect more innovation to
provide consumers with transparent
options to get a fair value on their
vehicle, while helping dealers more
efficiently source the vehicles they
need to drive more profit.

21

EVOLUTION OF WHOLESALE/REMARKETING
It’s an exciting time to be in the wholesale
space -- an area that hasn’t been known
for its pace of innovation. Back when I was
at Manheim 20 years ago, I overheard the
President of Manheim said that “we’re
only going to invest in technology to get
cars into the physical auction lanes.”
How times have changed.
Let the wholesale/remarketing innovation
and M&A continue!

- Steve

Confidential material provided by Automotive Ventures LLC @2021
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AUTO TECH LANDSCAPE
AUTOMOTIVEVENTURES.COM
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AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY LANDSCAPE
TRAFFIC GENERATION (awareness & direct-response)

CONVERSION (converting consumer traffic to sale)

Traditional Media

Advertising Agencies

Mystery Shopping

Digital Advertising

Advertising Technology

In-Store Training

24

RETENTION (retain as service/repeat customer))
Customer Retention Tools

SOFTWARE
Social / Reputation Management

Vehicle Acquisition / Auctions

E-Contracting

Dealer Websites

F&I Technology

Automotive Data

Vehicle Subscription

Merchandising Support

Digital Retailing

Inventory Management

Online Retailing

Dealer Management System (DMS)

Dealer Website Engagement

Process Improvement

Peer-to-Peer (P2P)

Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

Media Attribution

Phone Call Management

P2P Rentals

Connected Car

Accessories

Key Systems

Vehicle Appraisal

Floor Planning

Remote Service

Vehicle Management

Vehicle Transportation

Email Handling & Chat

Service & Parts

Workforce Management

Desking

Vehicle History

Vehicle Imaging

Inspections

Registration & Titling

Outsourced BDC

Vehicle Insurance

25

EV Manufacturers

Autonomy
Connectivity

Dealership Digitization
Charging Infrastructure

Commercial Vehicle Innovation

© 2021

Battery Technology

Confidential material provided by Automotive Ventures LLC @2021

Mobility-as-a-Service

AUTOMOTIVEVENTURES.COM

SEGMENTS TO WATCH

Micromobility

2021 TRANSACTIONS
AUTOMOTIVEVENTURES.COM
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AUGUST 2021 TRANSACTIONS
$110m Fundraise

$32.5m Series B

$3m Investment

$35m Financing

$10m Series A

$2.5m Seed

Acquired by

$3.13b SPAC

$61m acquisition

€75m Acquisition

27
$62m Series C
$77m Acquisition

Filed for IPO

$450m Acquisition

$50m Series C

$270m Series B

$21.3 Financing

$40m Series A

$10m Financing

$250m acquisition

$4.2m Seed

$40m Series B

$400k Acquisition

$4.6b acquisition

€600m financing

Filed for IPO

$160m funding

$100m Series A+

$42m funding

$13.1m pre-Series A

$100m CDN funding

$7.2m financing

$104m Series B

Series A

$25m Series C

$15m Series B

$7.2m Seed

$66m Series B+

$75m Series C

$45m financing

$8.5m Series A

$64m Financing

$67m Series E

$2.5m pre-Series A

$2.35m Seed

$5m financing

SPAC IPO

$85m Series B

$5m financing

Acquired by

Confidential materials provided by Automotive Ventures LLC @ 2021

$52m Series D

$23m Series B

$5m Seed Round

AUTOMOTIVEVENTURES.COM
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$450m Acquisition

2021 TRANSACTIONS: JAN - MAR
Jan 2021
Investment by

Acquired by
$4.2m Financing

$1.2b IPO

$1.6b SPAC

SPAC

$2.6b SPAC

Investment by

Financing

$2.0b Investment

Investment by

$3.25m Seed

Acquired by

$47m Series B

€4.0m Financing

Acquired by

IPO

Series A

Feb 2021

$3.4b SPAC

$50m Series C

Acquired by

$9.0m Investment

Acquired by

$3b-$4b SPAC

$100m Series C
Extension

Mar 2021
$3b SPAC

$1.4b SPAC

$41m Financing

$12b SPAC

$2b SPAC

$25m Financing

$8.0m Series A

$2.7b SPAC

Acquisition by

Acquisition

Acquisition

$10.5m Series A

acquired by

$2.75m financing

$10m Seed

$9.9m Series A

$10m Series A

$2.65b Financing

$48.9m Funding

acquired by

Acquisition by

Investment by

$2b SPAC

$50m Series C

$30m Series B

$500m Funding

$6.5b SPAC

acquired by

Acquisition by

acquired by

Recapitalization by

$4.2m Seed

acquired by

acquired by

$7b SPAC

$414m IPO

$150m Series C

Acquisition by

$1.5m Seed

Investment by

$2.0b SPAC

$81m Series E

$12m Series A

$25m Acquisition

$200m Financing

Confidential materials provided by Automotive Ventures LLC @ 2021

acquired by

$31m Series B

$107m Series C

$60m Financing

$8.8m Series A

$200m acquisition

Acquired by

$15m Series A

$10m funding

Combines with
$2m Funding

$A48m Financing

$5m Financing

$200m Series B

$10m Financing

$590m Series F
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$891m Acquisition

2021 TRANSACTIONS: APR - JUN
Apr 2021
$9m Funding

$139m Investment
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May 2021
$28B Series B

Jun 2021

$1.2b SPAC

$4.15M Series A

$310M Fundraising

$60M Series D

$31m Series C
$2.75b Funding

$12m Series A

$115m Financing

$485m Funding

$550m Acquisition by

$550m Funding

$20m Funding

IPO

$66m Series B

$404m Acquisition

$1.35b IPO

$15m Fundraising

$20m Series B

$13.8m Investment

$20m Credit Line

Acquired By

$110m Series B

$15m Series A
$6.3m Fundraising

$4m Fundraising

$55m Series B

Acquisition by

Acquired by

$45m financing
Series C Funding

Merger

Acquisition by

$90m Funding

Acquisition By

Filed for IPO

Acquiring 49% of

$1b SPAC

$64m Series B

$130m Series B

$26m Series B

$96m Funding

Acquisition by

£1bn Fundraising

$10.3m Seed Round

$83.5M Series A

Acquisition By

$5B Line of Credit

$37M Series B

$10M Series A

$190M Series D

SPAC Merger

$3M Seed Round

$50M Series C

SPAC Merger

$190M Series E

Acquisition By

€65M Fundraising

$300M Series D

Acquisition by

Filed To Go Public

Auto Exchange
Investment by

Acquisition by

$13.2M Financing

$35M Series C

$3.6M Seed Round

Acquisition by

SPAC

$60M Series C

Investment From

$4.5M Series Seed B

IPO
$336M Acquisition by

Raised $2.8M

$80M Series D

$67.7M Series B
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$20B IPO
Acquisition by

Acquisition by

$3.7M Financing

Acquisition by

$650M Series G

$138M Fundraise

$2.75B Fundraising

$14.5 Series A Ext.

$3M Fundraising
Potential Merger

$360M Series C

$6.5M Financing

Acquisition by

$2.5B Funding
Acquisition by

2021 TRANSACTIONS: JUL - AUG
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Jul 2021

Acquired by

Acquired By

Acquired by

Acquired by

$1m Equity/Debt

$17m Series A

$700m Series C

SPAC IPO

$8m Financing

SPAC IPO

$3.14b SPAC Merger

$2.5b Funding

$175m Series B

SPAC IPO

$44m CAD Financing

$18m Series B

$35m Series B

$60m
Series C

$35m Series A

Aug 2021
SPAC IPO

$25m Acquired by

Acquired by

$150m Series C

$2.25b Acquisition

$27m Series B

$17.5m Series A

€100m Acquisition

$18m Series A

SPAC IPO

Acquired by

Acquired by

$110m Financing

$35m Financing

$3.6b SPAC IPO

$2.5m Seed

$3m Investment

$32.5m Series B

$61m acquisition

$100m Series D

$4.2m Seed

$40m Series B

$400k Acquisition

$100m Series A+

$7.2m Seed

$4.6b acquisition

€600m financing

$13.1m pre-Series A

Filed for IPO

$60m Acquired by

Acquired by

$25m Series C

$45m financing

$270m Series B

$5m financing

Acquired by

$160m funding

$66m Series B+

$67m Series E

$40m Series A

$23m Series B

$2.35m Seed

€250m Acquired by

$23m CAD Series B

$60m Series C

$4.2m Financing

Acquisition by

$42m funding

$8.5m Series A

$10m Series A

$21.3 Financing

$200m Acquisition

$100m Series A

$16m Series A

$100m CDN funding

$3.13b SPAC

€75m Acquisition

$2.5m pre-Series A

Acquisition by

Minority Investment

Acquisition by

$100m Series D

$75m Series C

€16M Series A

$1.5m Seed Funding

Series A

$104m Series B

$7.2m financing

$64m Financing
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$450m Acquisition

$250m acquisition

Filed for IPO

$5m financing

$77m Acquisition

$62m Series C

$450m Acquisition

$10m Financing

$25m Series B

SPAC IPO

$52m Series D

$85m Series B

$75m Series C

Acquired by

$50m Series C

$5m Seed Round

2020 TRANSACTIONS
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(international)

acquired by

Invests in

$2.5b Financing

acquired by

acquired by

Financing

$827m SPAC
$300m Financing

$3.0b Financing

$25m Financing

$50m Financing

acquired by

Acquired by

Public Offering
(SPAC)

Public Offering
(SPAC)

$50m Financing

Public Offering
(SPAC)

Public Offering
(SPAC)

Offers 13.3m
Class A stock

$7m Financing

Offers 5.0m
Class A stock

$2.1b SPAC

€231m Acquisition

$267m Financing

$15m Series A
$6.2m Financing

$5m Financing

$24.5m Acquisition

$120m Acquisition

$5.0m Financing

$20m Financing

$100m Financing

Public Offering
(SPAC)

acquired by

acquired by

IPO

$14m Financing

$50m Financing

$23m Financing

Majority Investment

$1.9b SPAC

acquired by

acquired by

$1.5m Financing

$311m Financing

Taken Private by
$7.0m Financing

Acquisition

$724.4m
IPO

$100m+ Financing

$1.33b SPAC

acquired by
$1.375m Financing

Public via SPAC

$20m Financing

acquired by

$1.45b sale to

$260m sale to

$23m Financing

Public Offering
(SPAC)

acquired by

$44.0b sale to

$45m Series C

acquired by

$150m Financing

$875m sale to

Investment

acquired by

$55m Financing

$1.3b SPAC

acquired by

$7m Financing
$140m Financing

Financing

acquired by

$7m Financing

$5m Seed Round

$823m SPAC

$5m Financing

$20m Financing

Acquired by

$13m Financing

$20.5m Series A

acquired by

$5.4b+ SPAC
€20 million
Series A

$350m Financing
$1.0b+ SPAC

$1b+ SPAC

$700k Financing

$25m Financing

$45m Financing
$6m Financing

$275m Acquisition

$15m Series A

Investment

$1.4b SPAC

$3.5m Financing

$8m CAD
Seed Round

MOST IMPORTANT AUTO TECH DEALS BY YEAR: 2012-2016
2012

2013
BY

BY
PRICE PAID: $1.1B

EBITDA MULTIPLE:

9.9x

PRICE PAID: $25M

REVENUE MULTIPLE: NA

PRICE PAID:

$1.4B

BY

PRICE PAID: $351M

EBITDA MULTIPLE:

PRICE PAID:

$1.1B

BY

PRICE PAID: NA

REVENUE MULTIPLE: NA

PRICE PAID:

$974M

$49M

PRICE PAID:

$1.1B

REVENUE MULTIPLE: NA

PRICE PAID: $550M

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

EBITDA MULTIPLE:

14.0X

IPO Valuation:

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

$1.3B

PRICE PAID:

$53M

EBITDA MULTIPLE:

11.5X

BY

PRICE PAID: $460M

4.2X

NA

PRICE PAID:

$165M

PRICE PAID:

$4.6B

EBITDA MULTIPLE:

15.9x

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

PRICE PAID:

$6.5B

PRICE PAID: $142.5M

BY

N/A

PRICE PAID:

$193M

PRICE PAID:

$65M

EBITDA MULTIPLE:

EBITDA MULTIPLE:

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

5.9X

PRICE PAID:

$5.9B

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

17.5x

PRICE PAID:

$125M

4.4x

PRICE PAID:

$1.2B

3.6x

PRICE PAID:
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$55M

15.0x

EBITDA MULTIPLE:

BY
14.2x

PRICE PAID:

$1.1B

EBITDA MULTIPLE: 11.9x

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

EBITDA MULTIPLE:

12.9x

BY

PRICE PAID:

EBITDA MULTIPLE: 4.3x

$156M

BY

1.8x

PRICE PAID:

N/A

REVENUE MULTIPLE: 1.6x

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

N/A

BY

BY
REVENUE MULTIPLE:

N/A

BY

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

EBITDA MULTIPLE:

N/A

BY

BY

BY

REVENUE MULTIPLE: 10.0x

$15M

BY

REVENUE MULTIPLE: 6.0x

PRICE PAID: $325M

PRICE PAID:

BY

BY
15.0x

6.5x

BY

REVENUE MULTIPLE: 7.6x

PRICE PAID: $2.5B

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

BY

BY

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

12.0x

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

PRICE PAID: $377.5M

BY

PRICE PAID: $30M

BY

BY

BY
N/A

2016

BY

BY

BY
PRICE PAID:

0.8X

BY

BY

PRICE PAID: NA

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

BY
10.0x

2015

BY

BY

BY
PRICE PAID: $10.0M

2014

PRICE PAID: $35M

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

N/A
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MOST IMPORTANT AUTO TECH DEALS BY YEAR: 2017-2021
2017

2018
BY

BY
PRICE PAID:

$125M

N/A

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

INVESTED:

$180M

$43.0M

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

N/A

INVESTED:

$500M

BY

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

N/A

PRICE PAID:

$22M

$2.0B

REVENUE MULTIPLE: 2.9x

10.0x

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

PRICE PAID: $525M

BY

PRICE PAID: $435M*

N/A

PRICE PAID:

PRICE PAID: $720M

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

5.0x

INVESTED:

$385M

3.5x

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

PRICE PAID:

$1.95B

EBITDA MULTIPLE:

8.8x

PRICE PAID:

$50M
(7% Stake)

BY

N/A

PRICE PAID:

$50M

N/A

PRICE PAID: $263M

N/A

PRICE PAID:

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

$1.9B

EBITDA MULTIPLE:

10.0x

IPO VALUATION: $4.8B

REVENUE MULTIPLE: 23.1x

7.4x

IPO VALUATION: $827M

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

EBITDA MULTIPLE:

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

N/A

PRICE PAID:

$155M

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

7.8x

PRICE PAID:

$336M

BY

PRICE PAID:

$275M

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

(51% stake)

PRICE PAID:

$4.4B

EBITDA MULTIPLE:

N/A

IPO VALUATION:

$7.0B

N/A

PRICE PAID:

€2.9B

N/A

IPO VALUATION:

$730M

11.7x

REVENUE MULTIPLE: 3.8x

IPO VALUATION: PENDING

EBITDA MULTIPLE: N/A

BY

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

N/A

IPO VALUATION:

$2.5B

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

2.1x

IPO VALUATION: PENDING REVENUE MULTIPLE: 30.4x

BY

BY

BY

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

BY

BY

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

12X

BY

BY
N/A

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

$275m Acquisition

16.5x

7.5X

BY

BY

BY

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

EBITDA MULTIPLE:

(14% Stake)

BY

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

$2.2B

BY

IPO VALUATION:

BY

BY

BY

BY

PRICE PAID: $680M

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

BY

REVENUE MULTIPLE: 8.7x

2021

BY

BY
IPO VALUATION:

2020

BY

(minority investment)

BY

PRICE PAID:

2019
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BY

$120m Acquisition
IPO VALUATION:

$3.0B

REVENUE MULTIPLE: 15.2x

PRICE PAID:

$205M

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

10.0x

PRICE PAID:

$1.2B

EBITDA MULTIPLE:

16.5x

PRICE PAID:

*IHS Markit acquired approximately 78 percent of automotiveMastermind for a purchase price of approximately $392 million.
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$120M

REVENUE MULTIPLE:

6.0x

PRICE PAID:

$404M

EBITDA MULTIPLE:

11.5x

KEY TRANSACTION OVERVIEW
AUTOMOTIVEVENTURES.COM
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DEAL DETAILS: CARWAVE & KAR GLOBAL

35

OVERVIEW OF TRANSACTION
In August 2021, KAR Global announced they were acquiring
CARWAVE for $450m.

•

The California-based dealer-to-dealer online wholesale
marketplace was founded in 2009, and its network of dealer
customers includes stores in Arizona, California, Nevada, Oregon
and Texas.

•

Co-founders John Lauer and Bill Lauer will stay on with the
company, which will continue operating out of California.

© 2021

SIGNIFICANCE TO INDUSTRY
•

With the back-to-back acquisitions of first BackLotCars ($425m)
and now CARWAVE, KAR Global is signaling to the market that
they’re “all-in” on online sales, and willing to take on ACV.

•

CARWAVE sold ~100k units over the past 12 months, which
equates to paying ~$4,500 per unit sold. That’s a premium to what
KAR paid for BackLotCars (~$2,700 per unit sold).

•

After this acquisition, the last remaining independently-owned big
player is Eblock out of Canada (recently making moves into the
USA).
Confidential materials provided by Automotive Ventures LLC @ 2021

$450m Acquisition of
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•

DEAL DETAILS: AUTOWEB ACQUIRES CARZEUS

336
6

OVERVIEW OF TRANSACTION
• Autoweb makes $400K all-cash purchase of vehicle acquisition
company CarZeus.

SIGNIFICANCE TO INDUSTRY
• AutoWeb has taken this first step to play in the consumer used
vehicle disposal market, which is highly fragmented and very large
(~25 million vehicles / $230 billion per year).
• CarZeus buys vehicles directly from consumers and resells them in
the wholesale market.

$400k Acquisition of

• This allows Autoweb to enhance their offering to dealers beyond
providing leads and clicks and start a dialogue around access to a
new source of inventory in an efficient and cost-effective manner.

© 2021

• Consumers benefit by having an alternative vehicle disposal option.
Dealers benefit by being able to purchase these vehicles in the
wholesale market. CarZeus benefits by earning margin per unit.
• Autoweb has signaled that they have national aspirations for this
business model.
Confidential materials provided by Automotive Ventures LLC @ 2021
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• Opens up new revenue growth potential and improve the gross
profit dollars that they generate on a per transaction basis.

DEAL DETAILS: DEALERPOLICY & GOLDMAN SACHS

337
7

OVERVIEW OF TRANSACTION
• DealerPolicy is an automotive insurance marketplace

• The company's pre-money valuation was $450 million.

SIGNIFICANCE TO INDUSTRY
• The convergence of ”InsurTech” and “FinTech” is hot right now, with
big financing rounds for companies such as Clearcover, Root and
Lemonade.

$110m Fundraise

• DealerPolicy intends to triple its product and engineering teams over
the next 12 months by hiring new talent. Additionally, the company
will increase investments in strategic partnerships.

01
09
10
11
15
18
21
29

© 2021

• On average, DealerPolicy saves consumers $64 per month on
automotive insurance. Automotive dealerships report on average
44% higher gross margins in their F&I departments because of
increased customer budgets from their insurance savings.
• The news comes on the back of sales-channel strategic alliances with
JM&A Group and Darwin Automotive, which should greatly
accelerate growth.

Pre-money valuation of $450m

Confidential materials provided by Automotive Ventures LLC @ 2021
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• Announced its $110 million Series C investment led by Goldman
Sachs after raising $30 million in February of this year.

338
8

GUEST OP-ED
THE PRESIDIO CORNER
AUTOMOTIVEVENTURES.COM

© 2021

THE TIME IS RIGHT FOR THE AUTOMOTIVE TWO-SIDED MARKETPLACE

39

THE PRESIDIO CORNER
The time is right for the automotive two-sided
marketplace
The Roman Forum is the future of automotive retail. We
don’t mean wearing togas to the dealership. But the
Forum was the earliest example of a two-sided
marketplace, and The Presidio Group believes that such
marketplaces are where automotive retail is headed.
In the Forum, multiple vendors offered goods and
services and consumers could stroll among vendors
comparison shopping. A more recent example of a twosided marketplace is the New York Stock Exchange.
Those transactions took place by phone in earlier times.
Now they occur digitally. The most familiar and largest
example of a digital two-sided marketplace is, of course,
Amazon, with millions of buyers and sellers transacting
daily. That transaction is the defining characteristic of a
two-sided marketplace. Amazon does not provide leads;
it provides orders.
In the automotive retail sector, Rodo is a two-sided

marketplace pioneer. Leveraging thousands of
dealership partners nationwide, Rodo allows consumers
to lease or buy a new car in minutes without ever
visiting a dealership. In July of this year, Presidio
announced it served as exclusive financial advisor to
Rodo in a Series B financing round that secured an
additional $18 million in growth capital. Holman
Enterprises and Evolution Partners led the round.
Existing investor IAC/Interactive Corp and Kevin Hart’s
HartBeat Ventures also participated, along with auto
industry veterans Mack McLarty, Vice Chairman of RML
Automotive; Franklin McLarty, Chairman and CEO of
McLarty Diversified Holdings; and Ken Schnitzer, former
Chairman of Park Place Automotive Group.
This group of investors understood that the two-sided
marketplace is the future of automotive retail and the
time is right for its emergence. Why? Because
consumers are now comfortable buying almost anything
online and with hundreds of millions of problem-free
transactions completed, they trust the technology.

Transparency also builds trust, and two-sided
marketplaces are transparent. In a Rodo transaction, for
example, consumers instantly know not only the price
they will pay for an auto but also the monthly payments
for that vehicle. Those are set during the online order.
This is very important as, according to a recent
CarGurus study, not knowing the monthly payment
amount was the top frustration for auto shoppers.
Dealers can also benefit from a two-sided marketplace.
The internet has already taken away much of their
control over customers. Now, the internet can give
some of it back. In a two-sided marketplace the
customer is paying the price the dealer has set for a
product or service, without haggling. The sales process
is reduced to a few simple steps: setting the price,
confirming the sale, and delivering the vehicle.
The dealership’s workforce productivity increases
exponentially and while gross profit per unit may
decline, the net profit per unit will actually increase
because many of the operating costs, especially
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THE PRESIDIO CORNER
personnel, marketing, and sales, will decrease in a
marketplace fulfillment world. Dealers who embrace
this model will almost certainly increase their
profitability.

The Presidio Group is an independent merchant banking
firm focused on investment banking and principal investing
primarily but not exclusively in the automotive retail and
consumer mobility sectors. We work with clients on
mergers and acquisitions, private capital raising, and
investing in dealerships and companies servicing the auto
retail services and consumer mobility sector both today and
in the future. The team has an unmatched breadth and
depth of experience in the auto retail and technologies
sectors as well as deep relationships in the broader
corporate and financial communities. Collectively in their
careers, the professionals at The Presidio Group have closed
over 200 transactions valued at more than $13.5 billion,
and it remains a leader in the automotive sector.

Brodie Cobb
Founder and CEO
The Presidio Group
(720) 844-3151

bcobb@thepresidiogroup.com

George Karolis
President
The Presidio Group
(678) 831-5520

gkarolis@thepresidiogroup.com

Keith Style
Managing Director
The Presidio Group
(678) 831-5523
kstyle@thepresidiogroup.com

The Presidio Group provides M&A advisory
services through its wholly owned investment
bank, Presidio Merchant Partners LLC, Member
FINRA and SIPC.

COMPANIES TO WATCH
AUTOMOTIVEVENTURES.COM

© 2021
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SEPTEMBER COMPANIES TO WATCH
www.recurrentauto.com
By providing more transparency and confidence
in pre-owned electric car transactions, Recurrent
accelerates the overall adoption of electric
vehicles. This is key to reducing the 20% of U.S.
carbon emissions that are currently produced by
light-duty combustion engine vehicles.

www.aucto.com
Aucto.com is a place where buyers and sellers
can buy and sell industrial equipment with peace
of mind using the speed & power of E-Commerce.
Whether you are selling heavy machinery, or
hand tools, selling a few spare parts or liquidating
a complete assembly line, Aucto.com provides a
simple and effective way to sell surplus industrial
assets.

https://momentenergy.ca

www.lct1.com

Moment Energy creates sustainable energy
storage systems to increase energy reliability in
off-grid areas. With supply relationships with
OEMs including Nissan, the solution is created
using second life electric vehicle (EV) batteries to
provide a reliable, environmentally friendly, and
price-competitive offering.

Setting a New Standard for Solving Lender
Compliance Issues. Fully vetted solutions you can
count on. Refund Control is the lender-managed,
cancellation and refund system for loan products
that protects your relationships with dealers as
well as your bottom line.

https://hyperspec.ai

https://roadstr.io

Hyperspec boosts the car’s reliance on real time
scene construction and reduces the reliance on
prior maps and localization. This is achieved by
processing 360 sensor data in real time and
extracting the semantic context of a scene.
Having a robust understanding of scene context
reduces reliance on prior maps and localization.

With RoadStr you can discover nearby drivers and
car enthusiasts in your area. Find or create
nearby events, and know which cars are
attending in advance. Use the built-in chat to stay
in contact with fellow enthusiasts. Discover and
share YouTube videos, news articles, reviews, or
special moments with your car.
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https://shyftauto.com
With Shyft Auto, There’s a better way to grow
your auto repair shop. Shyft Auto’s modern and
easy to use software helps you minimize the
chaos so that you can focus on operations and
take your repair shop to the next level.

www.digitaldealershipsystem.com
The Digital Dealership System offers the most
comprehensive suite of managed Digital Sign and
Kiosk solutions for the modern dealership.
Increase Store Profitability, Retention and Boost
CSI with a full-store, integrated digital sign
solution.

2021 COMPANIES TO WATCH
FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

dealerwing.com

aetautomotive.com

fixedopsdigital.com

carpay.com

friendemic.com

nubrakes.com

wrapmate.com

wepaythemax.com

recurrentauto.com

nemodata.ai

zipdeal.com

autoap.com

autoapr.com

dealertrades.net

carmaproject.com

blyncsy.com

drivekyte.com

aucto.com

parkmyfleet.com

robotire.com

five64.com

installernet.com

crispify.io

sfara.com

quantum5.ai

claimgenius.com

momentenergy.ca

traverconnect.com

sparkcharge.io

pureinfluencer.com

dealerx.com

ampup.io

spiffit.com

lifesaver-app.com

autofleet.io

hyperspec.ai

tecobi.com

carcapital.com

rapidrecon.com

calproadassolutions.com

widewail.com

dollaride.com

dixontech.net

roadstr.io

strolid.com

fuseautotech.com

tapclassifieds.com

getcarbly.com

karus.ai

informed.iq

quotible.com

lct1.com

truvideo.com

xciteauto.com

bluespace.ai

tractable.ai

motorq.com

iserviceauto.com

shyftauto.com

monkvision.ai

click-ins.com

gocariq.com

reinventauctions.com

griiip.com

autozen.com

digitaldealershipsystem.com

© 2021

JAN

govintel.com

recallrabbit.com
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2020 COMPANIES TO WATCH
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www.goquickride.com

www.dealerpolicy.com

www.gettacar.com

https://360converge.com

www.suresale.com

www.fluency.inc

https://square-root.com

https://autotitling.com

www.truespot.com

www.reviver.com

www.tscpo.com

www.worktrucksolutions.com

https://matador.ai

www.integratedauctionsolutions.com

https://get.fixdapp.com

www.autofi.com

www.driven-data.com

www.partsedge.com

www.vinaudit.com

www.spireon.com

www.dealerdocx.com

www.warrcloud.com

www.dignifi.com

www.darwinautomotive.com

www.a2zsync.com

www.insearchx.com

www.lotpop.com

http://wheelstvnetwork.com

https://zerosum.ai

https://dataclover.com

www.privacy4cars.com

www.digitalmotors.com

https://astech.com

www.cbautogroupinc.com

www.boostacquisition.com

www.oneauctionview.com

https://runbuggy.com

www.revolutionparts.com

www.generationsdigital.com

https://getprodigy.com

www.getspiffy.com

www.blackwidowimaging.com

https://acertusdelivers.com

www.winfooz.com

www.caroffer.com

https://drivecentric.com

www.carletoninc.com

www.edealerdirect.com

https://pave.bot

www.insigniagroup.com

https://curbside.ai

www.ravin.ai

https://understoryweather.com

Confidential materials
provided by Automotive
Ventures LLC © 2021

www.carwave.com

https://offerlogix.com

© 2021
www.autoleadstar.com

www.motiveretail.com
www.blinker.com
Confidential material provided by Automotive
Ventures LLC @2021

https://evnusa.com

www.socialautotransport.com

AUTOMOTIVEVENTURES.COM

www.adventresources.com

www.autohub.io

AUTO TECH’S GOT TALENT
AUTOMOTIVEVENTURES.COM

© 2021
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Over a 10-week period, ten early-stage AutoTech companies will battle it out.
© 2021

You help decide the winner.
Track the Leaderboard: www.automotiveventures.com/autotechsgottalent
Confidential material provided by Automotive Ventures LLC @2021
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Progress Partners:
Investment Banking Services
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A Full Suite of Services
Sell-Side
M&A

Buy-Side
M&A

Capital Raise

SPAC
Advisory

Reach and Footprint to 6 Sectors:
Adtech

MarTech

FinTech

HealthTech

SMB

Automotive

Steve Greenfield | Managing Director
•
•
•
•

15+ years in the automotive technology space
CEO/Founder at Automotive Ventures
Fmr. SVP Strategy & Business Development at TrueCar
Fmr. VP of Business Development at AutoTrader.com
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PROVIDING EXPERT ADVICE AND COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES TO
PLAYERS IN THE AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY ECOSYSTEM
Automotive Ventures, LLC
1922 Wildwood PL NE
Atlanta, GA 30324
www.automotiveventures.com

Steve Greenfield
CEO/Founder
(470) 223-0227
steve@automotiveventures.com

The views expressed in the report accurately reflect the analyst's personal views. The analyst has not received compensation for the views expressed in the report.

